
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of chief engineer. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for chief engineer

You'll work as a subject matter expert for live video services to include video
content conditioning/grooming, encoding/transcoding, packaging, digital
rights management (DRM) and security, and content distribution through a
major content distribution network (CDN)
You will design blueprints for industry leading live video workflows and help
buildout proof of concepts and support production services
You will report to the Sr
You will also partner with various video operations teams across Turner
(including iStreamPlanet) and the Strategic Platforms in order to bridge the
gap between operations, implementation, and strategic initiatives
You must demonstrate your ability to lead technically
You will be most successful in this role if you are a good multi-tasker, you
have deep experience and knowledge of video containers, codecs, streaming
protocols, and encoding tools, you possess a strong understanding of end-to-
end video delivery, and you have prior experience designing and supporting
end-to-end video workflows
We will be more excited if you bring a background of development in Perl,
python, Java, or C++ and you have hands on experience with Cloud Services
such as Amazon Web Services or Google Cloud
Working with the Director of Video Product Delivery and brands to
understand and develop technical requirements for new live video workflows
Building proof of concepts based on architectural designs to support large
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Working alongside other Chief Engineers and Solutions Architects across the
GTO organization to design end-to-end video solutions

Qualifications for chief engineer

Experience that is commensurate with the specific facility for the position of
Chief Engineer
Ability to perform collaboratively and inspire teamwork
Experience in managing a data center to include Uninterruptible Power
Supply (UPS), Power Distribution Units (PDUs) and back-up generators
High School diploma or GED equivalent – engineering or related degree
preferred
Demonstrated knowledge of TJC standards, Title 22 requirements and local,
state and federal building and plant engineering regulations and codes
User knowledge of computer software used in department


